DO WELL DO GOOD

ShARE leadership programme of excellence
www.share-share.org

ABOUT ShARE
ShARE is an innovative start-up at the crossroad of education and
consulting. It runs a leadership programme to turn bright
university students into Do Well Do Good leaders, and offers
corporates a new way to do consulting, build innovation
ecosystems and access top talent.

Today, bright students from top universities have to choose
between a “do well” career (i.e. the corporate world) or a “do
good” career (i.e. the NGO world). We believe that this dual
framework is not effective anymore and a new generation of
leaders is needed to face the 21st century's most pressing
challenges. That’s why ShARE exists- to create a new generation
of leaders who will do well for themselves and do good for the
world. ShARE believes that doing well and doing good is
compatible and will be a major lever to shape a society that
provides opportunities for all people. Not only is it a great
opportunity for the society, but it is also a great opportunity for
companies who can give a sense of purpose to their employees
and boost their productivity.

WHO WE WANT
Very bright students with excellent leadership potential and the
passion to shape a more inclusive and sustainable world.

OUR SPEAKERS
ShARE does not have a full-time faculty. Most of the skills are passed through the ShARE staff. However, we work with personalities to create
outstanding courses and better teach core concepts to the ShARE students. Our corporate partners provide sector experts to give additional
exposure to the students on real-life corporate and societal issues.

Sébastien Frendo
Founder, Partner

Elena Kodey
Head of Leadership Development

• Former head of strategy for TBI
Africa
• Former consultant at BCG
• Trains students on Strategy,
leadership and DWDG concepts.

• Former coach at Harvard
Business School
• Trains students on leadership
development concepts.

Maud Danel-Fedou
Partner
• Former Director of Sustainability at
Eranove
• Former Case Team Leader at Bain
• Graduated from ESSEC.

Nishanth Parlapalli
Project lead, Bengaluru
• Former consultant at BCG
• Trains students on
Strategy and leadership concepts.

Xavier Fontanet
Laurent Marbacher
Co-founder of Altruistic Enterprise Former President of Essilor .
• Trains students on DWDG
Institute.
• Trains students on DWDG topics, topics
organizational transformation and
social value creation.

Cécile Maurisset
Project Lead
• Former consultant at McKinsey
• Trains students on Slide making

Mino Yamamoto Strategy
Manager for the Valeo Group.
• Trains students on Corporate
Strategy and DWDG topics
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ShARE Student Teams Around the World
EUROPE

WHERE THE PROGRAMME IS OFFERED
The programme is offered to bright students from the best
universities in the world. Our ambition is to offer it to 10,000
students over the next few years.

2448 Students

OFFICES
• Paris (France)
• Lomé (Togo)
• Bangalore (India)
• Abidjan (Côte d’Ivoire)

51 Countries 133 Top-tier Universities

AFRICA

ASIA

Bangladesh
Mozambique
Afrique du Sud
France
• BUET
• Eduardo Mondlane
• University of Cape Town
• CentraleSupélec
China
University
• University of Witwatersrand
• ESCP-Paris
• Fudan University
• UJC
Benin
• Hong Kong University
• ESSEC
• Sao Tomas
• UAC
• Shanghai Jiaotong
Nigeria
• HEC-Paris
Botswana
University
•
Covenant University
• MINES ParisTech
• University of Botswana
• Sun Yat-sen University
•
Obafemi Awolowo
Cameroon
• EMLYON
• Renmin University of
University
Germany
• BUEA
china
•
University of Ibadan
Egypt
• LMU Munich
•
East china Normal
• University of Lagos
• Ain Shams University
• RWTH
university
Rwanda
Italy
• Cairo University
•
Peking University
• African Leadership
Ethiopia
• Bocconi University
•
Shanghai University of
University
• AAU-School of Commerce
• ESCP-Italy
Finance and Economics
Senegal
India
• Politecnico di Milano • AAU-School of Law
Netherlands
• AAU-Institute of Technology • ESP-Dakar
• BITS-Goa
Sudan
• Utrecht University
• Mekelle University
• BITS-Pilani
• UofK
• UvA
Ghana
• DSE
Tchad
•
Ashesi
University
• IIM-Ahmedabad
Portugal
• ENS N’djamena
• KNUST
• IIM-Bangalore
• UP
Tanzania
• University of Ghana
• IIM-Calcutta
• SUA
Russia
• UPSA
• IIM-Indore
• University of Dar es
• HSE-Moscow
Ivory Coast
• IIM-Kozhikode
Salaam
Spain
• INP-HB
• IIM-Lucknow
Uganda
Kenya
• ESADE
• Makerere University • IIT-Bombay
• JKUAT
Zambia
• IIT-Delhi
Switzerland
• Kenyatta University
•
Copperbelt
University
• IIT-Kanpur
• EPFL
• Strathmore University
• University of Lusaka • IIT-Kharagpur
United Kingdom
• University of Nairobi
• University of Zambia • IIT-Madras
• Cambridge
Lesotho
• Mulungushi University • IIT-Roorkee
• ESCP-London
• National university of Lesotho
• IIT-Ropar
Malawi
• Imperial College
• IIT-Varanasi
London
• University of Malawi
• SRCC-New Delhi
• MUBAS
• KCL
• NMIMS
Mauritius
• LSE
• ALC
• Oxford
Morocco
• UCL
• ISCAE
• WARWICK
• ENCG-Settat

AMERICAS
Indonesia

Philippines
• University of
Philippines

Brazil
• University of São
Paulo
• UFMG
• UFRGS
Chile
• Pontifical Catholic
University
• University of Chile
Colombia
• University of the
Andes
• Pontifical Xavierian
University
Costa Rica
• UCR
Ecuador
• USFQ

Singapore

Mexico

• NTU
• NUS
• SMU

• Tec de Monterrey

Sri Lanka

Venezuela

• University of

• USB
• UCAB

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ITB
UGM

UI
UNPAD
Binus University
ITS

TSM
Myanmar
• YTU
Pakistan

• IBA
• LUMS

Moratuwa

• University of
Peradeniya

• USJ
Turkey
• Bilkent University

Peru

• PUCP

USA

•
•
•
•

Berkeley
UMICH
University of Chicago
Yale

OCEANIA
New Zealand
• University of Otago

THE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM OF EXCELLENCE
Our PROGRAM is offered to students who have the potential to shape a
more sustainable and inclusive world. A part-time programme offer at
no cost to university students in parallel to their curriculum blending
digital and presential learning.

University

ShARE

CONTENT

PEDAGOGY

Leadership

Corporate skills

Students lead teams, lead
projects, take initiatives and
get coached to carve their
leadership style.

ShARE students acquire top
corporate skills through
training, projects with startups, and real-life projects.

Openness to the world

Do Well Do Good

ShARE students learn how to
work across borders,
appreciate and embrace
cultural differences.

Students collaborate on solving
major societal issues and on
cases to transform companies
into “Do Well Do Good".

Learning together

Learning by doing

Learning by teaching

Students are grouped
into teams of 5 :
groups compete and
students grade is
made of 50% of their
own grade and 50%
of their team grade.

Students spend more
than 60% of their
time on real projects
so they can sharpen
their skills through
practice.

Senior students
become mentors of
the first year students:
this is the best way to
ensure concept and
skills have been fully
acquired.

Program Overview and Structure: 3 modules in year 1
W0

W1

W2

DWDG
1+2 Case

Activity

W3

W4

W5

W6

W7

Module 1: Online Training and
Presentation on DWDG topic

W8

W9

DWDG 1+2

Team building activities

W11

W12

W13

Module 2: Strategy Project with a Startup
mapping impact of SU’s using assessment tools
DWDG discussion + carbon
footprint calculation

Skills training

W10

Strategy Project with Start-Up for 8 weeks

Online Skill Session 5-6
+ carbon footprint calculation

Training-Online Skill Session

LU Debate

Organized by the
Juniors

Retreat or dinner

Review with ShARE staff
Leadership Sessions
W14

Activity

Team building

W15

W16

W17

W18

W19

W20

W21

W22

W23

W24

Module 3: I-Batch: Competition in international
groups on a DWDG project
DWDG
conference(organized by
the team)

New Team Recruitment

Review with ShARE staff
Leadership Sessions
Alternative:
Global Consulting Client
Case (when available)

•

+

•

DWDG talks with high-level
speakers
Weekly open workshops on
Module 1 and Module 2

Program Overview and Structure: 2 modules in year 2 (based on availability of students)

W0

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

W7

W8

W9

Typical week

W10

E-learning

Activity

Strategy Project with NGO- (students
register based on their availability)

Do Well Do Good Competition
International Competition
(students register based on their availability)

Weekly
meetings

Project

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Team building
activities

Thursday

Leadership Sessions

Saturday

Review

Sunday

Preparation for the job
market
Alternative:
Global Consulting Client
Case (when available)

Friday

Session on Session on
preparation
Resume
for job
Building
market

2h

2h

4h

6-8 hours of commitment per week
Mock Interviews

Students who continue in the second year serves as mentors, coaches and project
managers for the junior or newly recruited team members. As Seniors you also get
the opportunity to participate in two modules which are registration based so
depending upon your availability and interest you can learn and do more in Year 2.

*Senior students get an opportunity to participate in paid projects with ShARE under
the mentorship and guidance of consultants.
(This is based on availability of projects as per geography)

Graduation ceremony

Standard Do Well Do Good Programme
Do Well Do Good
cases

• Assess a company based on the 8 criteria of the Do
Well Do Good concept for 2 weeks.

Consulting
Presentation

• Students will learn and practice corporate skills like
problem solving, critical thinking, slide making,
presentation and communication based on what
consultants do at top tier consultancy for 4 weeks.

International group
project compétition

• Work on a DWDG case with an international group
of students and experience cultural exchange
virtually for 5 weeks.

Start-up Projects

• Students will work on a group assignment for a
start-up company on a strategic issue, like a
business plan, competitive analysis or market
research for 8 weeks.

NGO Projects

• Students work with NGO’s on strategic cases like
impact assessment, monitoring and evaluation,
advocacy, fundraising etc.

I-DWDG Case
Compétition

• Students work as an international team with
students from other Universities on a DWDG
Company Case mapping the company on DWDG
principles.

Global Consulting
Project

• Students will work with top tier consultants on
consulting projects for corporate partners

WHY JOIN ShARE?
• Work on Do Well Do Good projects and learn how to do well
for yourself and do good for society.
• Learn from professionals: ShARE trainers are industrial
specialists.
• Develop your leadership skills.

• Develop professional experience: get access to real projects
with corporates and startups.
• Join an international network.
• Earn a certificate: students receive a certificate at the end of
the programme.
• Get access to join the 3000+ global alumni network post the
programme.
• No cost.

ShARE DO WELL DO GOOD APPROACH
ShARE believes that doing well and doing good is compatible and
will be a major lever to shape a society that provides opportunities
for all people. ShARE’s mission is to create DWDG leaders by
working together with a network of the best universities worldwide
to develop a new generation of global leaders who will do well and
do good and also helping companies to achieve their societal
transformation to do well and good!

Strategic Projects with DWDG Start-ups
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market/Trends Analysis
Business Plan
Product Market fit
Benchmarking
Competitive Analysis
Go to market plan
Market Research
CO2 reduction strategy
Pricing/ Fundraising
DWDG analysis

KEY DIFFRENTIATORS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKS

It focuses on both impact (do good) and performance (do well).
Performance is key to achieve such transformation.

It is a wide concept which applies to government, institutions,
NGOs, to individuals and the macroeconomy (eg fiscal policies,
regulation.)The art is to strike the right balance between doing well
and doing good.

For companies, we define a Do Well Do Good company by the impact
that the company has through its products and services on the
citizen (“purpose”) while operations externalities have to be neutral

STARTUPS ON WORKING WITH ShARE

Rachel Burgon,
CEO, Student Central

“Student Central has worked with ShARE students teams from Oxford
University, Cambridge University, UCL, Kings College London and
Warwick University. The ShARE teams have added significant value and
helped us think through our company strategy. The caliber of the ShARE
students is extremely high and they are well trained and supported by
the programme.”

Candice Simone, Founder,
NubiaNetwork
“The ShARE Teams we worked with from University of Cape Town and University of
Ibadan has great enthusiasm, exciting ideas and were always open to learning from
us too. We enjoyed co-creating and improving our solutions with them. They also
helped us structure internally better our communication channels since we had very
in-depth calls with them. We appreciate all their hard work and genuine interest in
the projects, hoping to work with the team members and ShARE again in future!”

START YOUR LEADERSHIP JOURNEY

We want our students to inspire others, lead change and
have a greater impact than just themself.

The best way to learn leadership is to practice it. ShARE
students can test their leadership styles in many ways in
ShARE. They can lead teams, they can lead projects, they can
teach or interact with business and political leaders.
We also provide them sessions to reflect on their styles.
What drives them, what stops them, how they can build trust
and how they start their leadership modules.

Self awareness

Building trust

My fears

My drivers

Personality Styles

Setting a purpose

Communication

Presentation

Leadership skills

Confidence

Presence

Feedback

Lead a chapter
Lead a team
Lead a project
Lead events
Teach students
Interact with world leaders

LEARN TOP CORPORATE SKILLS
Our students have access to 50 corporate trainings created and
delivered by former Tier 1 consultants and industrial experts.
They access the on-line training through our platform. Our team of
consultants deliver webinars for students to learn the skills and
apply them on assignments.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Problem solving
Slide making
Communication
Project management
Critical thinking
Strategy

Once the students are trained on the concepts, they practice their
skills on real projects with start-up, NGOs and global firms. During
the programme, they get coached by consultants on global client
case with MNCs and global institutions. The best way to learn is to
learn by doing.

Innovative business plan for
reuse, repurposing and
recycling of electric vehicle
and energy storage system
batteries in India.

EXAMPLES OF PROJECTS
• How can higher education become more inclusive for low-income
students in Africa.

• How can countries leverage innovations in mobility to improve access
to rural areas, and meet essential needs of remote communities.
• Explore the fintech landscape in Mexico specifically focused on
personal loans through payroll discount.
• Tech partnerships in China and in-depth analysis of phone
manufacturers in China.

• Assessed rural electrification and microgrid opportunities in Indonesia.
• Market potential for circular economy in Ghana.

OPENESS TO THE WORLD
International batch or I-Batch
I-Batch is a flagship module in ShARE where students expand their
abilities of acceptance, diversity and global opportunities by making
friends for life!
ShARE students participate and work together on a Do Well Do Good
project along with other students around the world for 5 weeks.
These 5 weeks students spend time exchanging, sharing and
teaching each other their culture, language, food, interests and
hobbies at the same time brainstorming, analysing, researching and
preparing a high quality slide deck with recommendations and
analysis. The top presentations are made to ShARE consultant after
which winners are announced.

During the programme the students are group in 6 networks to
dedicate their efforts to support the development of each of these
areas:

The city

Sustainable Energy

Mobility

Global Economy
India

Togo

Technology
I-batch

Climate Change
US

Switzerland

3000+ alumni
ShARE ALUMNI

After successful completion of the programme, ShARE
students join the Alumni Community, which has grown
up to 3000 alumni, spread across 25+ countries.

AH

Each community is organized at a city level by a City
Alumni Manager and grouped in 4 hubs which are
coordinated by a Regional Manager.

AH
AH

Alumni meet three times a year during the Alumni
Summit, Alumni day in their own city and when they
welcome the arrival of the new Alumni.

UNCTAD

Anthill Creations

Fenergy Co

Government of
Alberta

AH

Labbrand

Major Alumni hubs
Jason

Pooja

Haifeng

Aarij

Vladimir

Vera Vodinskaya
Former Co-president
UCL- U.K.
“ShARE definitely helped me develop my leadership and
communication skills. Learning from former consultants was very
inspiring and motivating. I also really like the global aspect of ShARE you get to work on projects with people from different countries which
is very exciting!”

Philipp Rhein,
ShARE former President
EPFL (Switzerland)

“Societies in the future will develop and change dramatically in the 21st century. It is
key that leaders pursue inclusive and sustainable strategies to achieve the best
possible change. ShARE is at the forefront of educating and shaping future leadership
to promote good values across the world“

Chiamaka,
ShARE team former President
University of Lagos (Nigeria)
“It has been an awesome experience with ShARE. I have gained
experience working on consulting projects. I was also coached and
mentored by Former consultants and ex ShARE students. The ShARE
programme has taught me the value of inclusive leadership and
teamwork and equipped me with the skills necessary to be an
employable consultant while giving back to my society.”

Gilbert Lim
ShARE team Former President
ITB (Indonesia)
“ShARE has been an invaluable learning experience for me, both personally and
professionally. My time in ShARE brought me to meet with amazing people from all
over the world, who share the same vision of do well do good. For me, Do Well and
Do Good is all about giving our very best to benefit others, no matter how small of an
effort it is. It's not just about doing well for ourselves and doing good for others on the
side, Do Well Do Good is to take what we excel at to benefit others, and from our
effort, we can give impact to both ourselves and the society..”

Does all of this excite you? Are you passionate and driven
to set yourself on the leadership journey?

LEARN MORE ABOUT ShARE?
www.share-share.org

Do you want to Do Well
for yourself and Do
Good for the world ?

SET UP A NEW TEAM ?
email us at
newteam@share-share.org

